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Be Prepared. Be a Survivor.Are you preparing for the collapse of society? If so, you are definitely

not alone. In this timely follow-up to The Ultimate Survival Manual, Prepare for Anything is packed

with hundreds of gear, skills, and survival tips and strategies to help you be ready for anything, from

economic collapse and terrorism to natural disasters and government surveillance.All over America,

families are transforming spare rooms into long-term storage pantries, planting survival gardens,

unplugging from the grid, converting their homes to alternative sources of energy, taking

self-defense courses, and stocking up on just about everything and anything imaginable. So what

are all of these people preparing for? The motivations may vary, but the general consensus is that

our world is becoming increasingly unstable, and there are a whole host of civilization-endangering

events to be concerned about. Outdoor Life: Prepare for Anything will take you through these

potential threats and teach you how to become prepared for them, from how to strategize and the

right gear to your actions in the wake of a disasterâ€”or simply how to get back to the land and

become less dependent on the system. This is the book for the growing prepper movement, with

hands-on hints, easy-to-use checklists, and engaging first-person stories to break down the crucial

doâ€™s and donâ€™ts, educate yourself on various threats, and help to ensure that you ride out

whatever Mother Nature, the government, foreign powers, or modern society can throw at

you.Includes vital information on:â€¢ How to Prepare Skills to know in order to prep for a natural

disaster, economic collapse, or societal restructuring.â€¢ Stock Up What should be in your house,

pantry, basement, bunker, and go-bag.â€¢ What to Do How to handle yourself and your family in the

wake of disaster, from creating a plan to leading your neighborhood watch.
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I am a little embarrassed about how many survival books I own. I am a rare creature in that I am a

liberal democrat gun owner and prepper. I have to say that this book is above average. I found it on

sale at a big buyers club for bulk purchases and it was slightly cheaper than here on big A. I buy

almost all my books and many other things at  so it was rare to look it up to review and see it

cheaper. Anyway, the book covers lots of areas of preparedness and has great detailed pictures

and directions. I would say that this is a great buy for the novice or mid grade survivalist. It is not on

par with, say, the SAS Survival Guide but has some greater pictures and step by step directions

than many of the more advanced books I own. Happy reading and Be Prepared.

I have attended Tim's classes. He and his staff are fantastic primitive/wilderness survival instructors.

This book is a super adjunct for those who have taken his classes, as well as being an outstanding

"how to" for those who cannot attend. Tim's approach to explaining the techniques and strategies is

simple and straight-forward, and doesn't contain all the "I'm a bug-eating bad-ass" attitude that

permeates the works of other authors. He's a "regular guy" in person, and this comes through in his

writing. But make no mistake: Tim is a subject matter expert and recognized authority regarding

primitive/wilderness survival.

I have been reading survival since the mid 80's and they all basically fall in the same line of thought.

This book was a breath of fresh air for me. I have really had a mind change about how I view and

approach survival at this period in my life after reading this book. Tim comes with an easy to read,

captivating and basic approach to the prepping\survival. Many of us view survival in a PAW (POST

APOCOLYPTIC WORLD) as we will live off the land in the wilderness, survival will be in the

wilderness. While this may be nice to think many of us will hunker down in the house and our

natural disaster will be our most likely survival situation.Tim takes us into the world of the probable,



of the non-zombie related or an alien take over. I loved the common sense approach, the ease of

many of the solutions he presents. This is a multidimensional approach of how to survive this world.

I think it is very probable and rooted in a possibility of happening. I still enjoy my fantasy of living

through a zombie apocalypse and crushing many zombie brains Tim has managed to bring me to

the reality and start adding things to my survival tool kit that can make my life much easier.I also

attended Timâ€™s primitive skills class here in Va and he is a great writer as well as instructor. I

encourage all of you to purchase this book and see how this will help change your mind set of what

survival is and how to survive after this world goes to hell or the latest natural disaster strikesâ€¦. you

will be much more prepared.

Great information to prepare you for many situations that we may be faced with. Well worth buying

and reading. Keep it handy to use when needed. We WILL need to use some of this information. Be

prepared.

I've got a lot of "prep"books, but this one is just downright fun to read, and he has some ideas I've

not seen elsewhere. Also, he gives several ways to accomplish your task or skill--not just one.

Example: making waterproof matches...of course you can buy them, but making them is simple and

MUCH cheaperj, and he outlines 3 ways to do it. If you wanted to give a gift of a prepper book, this

would be a good choice, because the book itself is "armored"...the picture doesn't do it justice. It

takes "paperback" to a whole new level. Whether this is your first prep book or your twentieth, you

won't be disappointed.

The only reason I only gave 4 out of 5 is that it is very basic. Not a lot of detail, but it does cover a

wide range of topics in one book. Worth the cost.

For beginners and certified. I learned a few things from this book that have never been covered

elsewhere. Well worth the money. By the way, I've been doing this for over 50 years. I even

invested in another of the series.

This book covers everything. Very well written. Hope we never have to use a lot of this info but it is

better to be prepared for anything than not. Great gift for relatives.
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